
BARBARY LION PROJECT

The Barbary lion was a Panthera leo leo population in North Africa that is regionally extinct .. "The North African Barbary
Lion and the Atlas Lion Project".

The two other primary Atlas Mountain predators, the Atlas bear and Barbary leopard are now extinct or close
to be, respectively. Noboyuki Yamaguchi from University of Oxford, started the ambitions Barbary Lion
Project also known as Atlas Lion Project in an attempt to identify existing Barbary descendants and put
together a breeding program to reintroduce Barbary lions in its historic range. It was believed to be extinct in
captivity. African lions probably constitute a single population that interbred during several waves of
migration since the Late Pleistocene. Interestig Facts A nineteenth-century hunter described a male as being as
large as 3. The Barbary Lion is considered to be amongst the largest in physical size of all lion subspecies in
recorded history. Moreover, these lions were also used as a form of a gift for the royal families of Morocco
and Ethiopia. The medium sized animals described by science, perhaps? However a few animals are
underutilised â€” males needing suitable females â€” and some breeding pairings have been completely
unsuccessful. After years of research into the science of the Barbary Lion and stories of surviving examples,
WildLink International, in collaboration with Oxford University, launched their ambitious International
Barbary Lion Project. It is believed that the remaining population survived till s. It broke up within Africa, and
later in West Asia. The best candidates will then enter a selective breeding programme that will 'breed back'
the Barbary Lion. There is a healthy group of lions in Temara Zoo in Rabat, plus even more related
individuals spread across a dozebn or so zoos across Europe, with around animals in captivity overall.
Researchers took bone samples of the individuals from museums across the whole Europe Brussels, Paris,
Turin and others. It is often considered to be the largest of the lion subspecies with males weighing between
lbs to kg and females lbs to kg , approximately the size of Bengal tigers. The Barbary Lion Project The former
popularity of the Barbary Lion as a zoo animal provides the only hope to ever see it again in the wild in North
Africa. Apart from any fair dealing for the purpose of private study or research, no part may be reproduced
without the written permission. Both Guggisberg and Hemmer describe the animal as a medium sized lion.
Records show that their gestation period lasted for around days. The young ones used to stay with their mother
till they reach maturity at two years. Around the face the mane was golden in color, shading to black over the
rest of the body. International Zoo News 


